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Context. Traditional means to store data are dedicated servers or magnetic tapes. These solutions are
reliable but expensive. Recently, hard disks and bandwidth have become cheaper and widely available,
allowing new forms of data storage on distributed, peer-to-peer (P2P) architectures. A large number of
such systems have been built: These systems are cheap to operate, but their highly distributed nature raises
questions about reliability, durability, availability, confidentiality, and routing of the data.

An abundant literature exists on the topic of P2P storage systems. Several efforts to build large-scale self-
managing distributed systems have been done, among others, Intermemory, Ocean Store, Freenet, PASTRY,
CFS, Total Recall [7, 8, 4, 5, 2]. However, few analytical models have been proposed to estimate the behavior
of the system (the data durability, resource usage, e.g., bandwidth) and understand the trade-offs between
the system parameters.

In [3], the authors show that a scalable system with high peer dynamicity and high availability is non
feasible due to bandwidth limitations. Note that in the backup system that we study here, we do not con-
sider churn as the disks are almost continuously connected to the network. The behavior of a storage system
using full replication is studied in [9]. A Markov Chain Model is used to derive the lifetime of the system,
and other practical metrics like storage and bandwidth limits on the system. In [1], the authors also use a
Markovian analysis, but for a system using ECCs. They analyze the performance of two different schemes
(a centralized and a distributed) to recover the data and estimate the data lifetime and availability.

Problem. In all these models, the behavior of a single block is modeled and the block failures are considered
independent. We showed that this assumption can lead to severe errors of estimation on the behavior of a
system subject to peer failures [6]. Therefore the need of new analytical models to describe the systems.

Internship objectives. This internship will be part of the ongoing work on self-repairing P2P storage
systems inside the SPREADS project (http://golgoth.inria.fr/wiki/Contrats/SPREADS). The goal is
to study and propose models to describe such systems. In particular, we aim at:

* Understanding the trade-offs between different reconstruction policies;

* Modeling and analysing the system behavior in the context of limited network resources;

* Analysing and simulating the system reaction to sharp changes (arrival of new users, multiple failures
or flooding attacks).

The intern will be involved in all of the different steps of the project: modeling, mathematical analysis and
validation of the models by simulations (programing part of the internship). A preliminary period of reading
(in particular [1, 6]) will also be an opportunity for him to acquire knowledge of the networking field.
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